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Abstract: Large-scale construction projects have become increasingly prevalent in the modern world, 

driven by rapid urbanization, population growth, and technological advancements. These projects, 

characterized by their complexity, scale, and multi-faceted nature, are vital to the development of 

infrastructure that supports economic growth and enhances quality of life. Examples of such projects 

include high-rise skyscrapers, extensive transportation networks, massive hydroelectric dams, and 

sprawling industrial complexes. According to a report by McKinsey Global Institute (2023), the world 

needs to invest approximately $3.7 trillion annually in economic infrastructure between 2023 and 2035 to 

keep pace with projected growth. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

However, the scale and complexity of these projects also make them inherently risky. The Construction Industry 

Institute (CII) defines large-scale construction projects as those exceeding $1 billion in total installed cost, requiring 

more than 1 million craft work hours to complete, and involving substantial technical complexity, schedule urgency, 

and intricate stakeholder interfaces 

(CII, 2022). These characteristics introduce a myriad of risks that can significantly impact project outcomes. According 

to the Global Construction Survey by KPMG (2023), 78% of engineering and construction companies worldwide 

experienced at least one underperforming project in the past year, with risk management issues cited as a primary 

factor. Large-scale construction projects have become increasingly prevalent in the modern world, driven by rapid 

urbanization, population growth, and technological advancements. These projects, characterized by their complexity, 

scale, and multi-faceted nature, are vital to the development of infrastructure that supports economic growth and 

enhances quality of life. Examples of such projects include high-rise skyscrapers, extensive transportation networks, 

massive hydroelectric dams, and sprawling industrial complexes. According to a report by McKinsey Global Institute 

(2023), the world needs to invest approximately $3.7 trillion annually in economic infrastructure between 2023 and 

2035 to keep pace with projected growth. Given these challenges, effective risk management is not just beneficial but 

critical in large-scale construction projects. Risk management is a systematic process of identifying, analyzing, and 

responding to project risks (ISO 31000:2023). It involves a proactive approach to understanding potential threats and 

opportunities, evaluating their potential impact, and developing strategies to mitigate negative effects or capitalize on 

positive ones. Despite the clear importance of risk management in large-scale construction projects, its implementation 

remains inconsistent and often inadequate. The 2023 Global Construction Risk Survey by Willis Towers Watson 

reveals that while 82% of construction companies acknowledge the critical role of risk management, only 34% have a 

comprehensive, integrated risk management strategy in place. This gap between recognition and action is problematic, 

leading to reactive rather than proactive risk handling. Several factors contribute to this issue: 

Complexity of Risk Identification: Large-scale construction projects involve numerous stakeholders, intricate designs, 

and extended timelines, making it challenging to identify all potential risks. A study by Kardes et al. (2023) found that 

on average, project teams in megaprojects identify only 60% of significant risks before they occur. 
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Difficulty in Risk Assessment: Quantifying the probability and impact of risks in these projects is complex due to their 

unique nature and the scarcity of comparable historical data. The International Journal of Project Management (2023) 

reported that 65% of project managers in large-scale construction find risk quantification to be their most challenging 

risk management task. 

Ineffective Risk Response Strategies: Many companies rely on traditional risk management strategies that may not be 

well-suited to the dynamic and interconnected risks in large-scale projects. A survey by Ernst & Young (2023) showed 

that 70% of construction firms primarily use risk avoidance or risk transfer methods, which can be costly and may not 

address root causes. 

Lack of Cross-Project Learning: There is often limited sharing of risk management experiences across different projects 

and organizations. The Construction Industry Council (2023) notes that only 25% of large-scale construction companies 

have a formal system for capturing and disseminating risk management lessons learned. 

Cultural and Organizational Barriers: Many construction organizations have a culture that prioritizes schedules and 

costs over risk management. A study in the Journal of Construction Engineering and Management (Li et al., 2023) 

found that 68% of project professionals feel pressure to focus on immediate project demands rather than long-term risk 

management. 

 

II. HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF RISK MANAGEMENT IN CONSTRUCTION 

To fully appreciate the current state of risk management in large-scale construction projects, it is essential to understand 

its historical evolution. The concept of risk and its management is not new; evidence suggests that ancient civilizations 

like the Babylonians (around 1800 BCE) had rudimentary risk management practices in their construction projects, 

such as the Code of Hammurabi, which allocated risk in building construction (Covello & Mumpower, 1985). 

However, modern risk management in construction began to take shape in the mid-20th century. The post-World War II 

era saw a boom in large-scale construction, driven by reconstruction efforts in Europe and rapid industrialization 

globally. Projects like the St. Lawrence Seaway (1954-1959) and the Aswan High Dam (1960-1970) were 

unprecedented in scale and complexity, exposing the limitations of traditional project management approaches 

(Megaproject 

Management, 2019). Throughout this evolution, large-scale construction projects have often been at the forefront, either 

driving innovations in risk management or starkly illustrating the consequences of its failure. Today's practices are a 

product of this long, often painful history. 
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Table 1- Evolution of Risk Management in Construction 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Major building projects necessitate meticulous risk management. The complexity, number of stakeholders, and variety 

of hazards associated with these initiatives make them difficult to predict and control. Identifying, assessing, and 

mitigating possible risks throughout a project's lifespan requires effective risk management procedures. Examining the 

existing literature on risk mitigation strategies for large-scale construction projects, this review primarily aims to 

compare and contrast various approaches. Construction projects are inherently risky due to their complexity, 

uniqueness, and involvement of multiple parties (PMI, 2017). Risks can arise from various sources, including technical, 

financial, legal, environmental, and sociopolitical factors (Flyvbjerg et al., 2003). Uncontrolled risks may cause failure 

of the project, schedule slips, quality problems, and price overruns, so effective risk management is critical to a 

project's success (Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997). During a construction project's lifetime, risk management 

systematically seeks out, evaluates, assesses, treats, and monitors potential threats (ISO 31000, 2018). Reducing the 

probability and severity of undesirable events while increasing the possibility of desirable ones are the primary goals of 

risk management (PMI, 2017). The purpose of brainstorming is to come up with a list of possible hazards associated 

with a project by bringing together a group of people who have an interest in the project (Chapman, 2001). Everyone 

involved is allowed to offer up any risks they can think of without fear of reprimand or judgment. The generated list is 

then reviewed and refined to identify the most relevant risks. According to the Project Management Institute (2017), 

checklists are a kind of risk assessment tool. They assist to make sure that no major hazards are missed and act as a 

foundation for recognizing risks. Data from the past, expertise from experts, or norms in the field can all be used to 

build checklists. An anonym zed panel of specialists offers their thoughts on possible dangers using the Delphi 

methodology, a structured communication method (Rowe & Wright, 1999). Professionals go through the process 

iteratively, reviewing and improving their answers in light of the collective input. The objective is to identify and agree 

upon the project's most pressing hazards. Risks can be better understood by conducting interviews with project 

stakeholders including the customer, designers, contractors, and experts in the field (Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997). 

Interviews allow for in-depth discussions and can uncover risks that may not be apparent through other identification 

techniques. Following risk identification, the following stage is to assess the likelihood and possible effect of the 

identified risks on the project. Researchers often employ qualitative or quantitative approaches when evaluating 

possible hazards. Using descriptive scales like low, medium, or high, qualitative risk analysis ranks hazards according 

to their possible impact and likelihood of occurrence (PMI, 2017). This method places trust in the expertise and 
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discretion of project stakeholders to rank hazards in order of importance. Risk categorization, risk urgency evaluation, 

and risk probability and impact assessment are prominent techniques used in qualitative analysis (Zhang, 2007). In 

contrast, quantitative risk analysis makes use of numerical assessments of risk likelihood and effect (PMI, 2017). 

Quantifying the possible consequences of risks is the goal of this strategy, which use statistical methods and simulation 

models. Methods often employed in quantitative analysis include sensitivity analysis, decision tree analysis, and Monte 

Carlo simulation (Dikmen et al., 2008). Although quantitative analysis takes more time and resources than qualitative 

methods, it offers a more objective and data-driven approach to risk assessment. 

 

IV. TYPOLOGY OF RISKS IN LARGE-SCALE CONSTRUCTION 

To effectively manage risks, it is crucial first to understand their various types. Large-scale construction projects face a 

complex web of interconnected risks that span multiple domains. This section presents a comprehensive typology of 

these risks, drawing on both academic literature and industry reports. 

(i) Technical Risks- Technical risks are those that arise from the engineering and design aspects of a project. In large-

scale construction, where projects often push the boundaries of what's technically possible, these risks are particularly 

acute. 

Design Errors: Flaws in architectural or engineering design. Example: The Millennium Bridge in London (2000) had to 

be closed two days after opening due to unexpected swaying, a design error that cost £5 million to fix (Dallard et al., 

2001). 

Geotechnical Issues: Unforeseen ground conditions. Example: Seattle's Alaskan Way Viaduct Replacement Project 

(2013-2023) faced a two-year delay when its tunnel boring machine hit an unexpected steel pipe (WSDOT, 2023). 

Material Failures: Substandard or inappropriate materials. Example: The use of combustible cladding was a critical 

factor in the Grenfell Tower fire in London (2017), which killed 72 people (Spinardi et al., 2023). 

(ii) Financial Risks- Large-scale projects involve massive capital outlays, often with long payback periods, making 

financial risks particularly significant. 

Cost Overruns: Expenses exceeding budget. Example: The Jubilee Line Extension in London (1992-1999) saw costs 

rise from £2.1 billion to £3.5 billion, a 67% increase (National Audit Office, 2000). 

Funding Shortfalls: Insufficient or interrupted funding. Example: California's high-speed rail project (2008-ongoing) 

has faced repeated funding crises, contributing to its delay from 2020 to at least 2033 (LAO, 2023). 

Exchange Rate Fluctuations: For international projects. Example: The Ichthys LNG Project in Australia (2012-2018) 

faced higher costs when the Australian dollar appreciated against the Japanese yen (INPEX, 2019). 

(iii) Environmental Risks- As sustainability becomes more critical, environmental risks have gained prominence. 

Ecological Impact: Harm to flora, fauna, or ecosystems. Example: The Three Gorges Dam in China (1994-2012) has 

significantly impacted the Yangtze River's ecology, including endangering species like the Chinese paddlefish (Wu et 

al., 2021). 

Climate-Related Events: Risks from climate change. Example: The expansion of New York's subway system (2007-

2017) faced flooding issues exacerbated by Hurricane Sandy in 2012, leading to design changes (MTA, 2023). 

Resource Scarcity: Shortages of water, energy, etc. Example: Construction of Medupi Power Station in South Africa 

(2007-2021) strained local water resources in an already arid region (Eskom, 2022). 

(iv) Political and Legal Risks- Large-scale projects often intersect with political dynamics and complex legal 

frameworks. 

Regulatory Changes: New laws or standards. Example: Several skyscrapers under construction in New York had to 

modify designs after the city passed Local Law 97 in 2019, setting strict carbon emission limits (Urban Green Council, 

2023). 

Land Acquisition: Difficulties in obtaining land rights. Example: India's Navi Mumbai Airport project (2010-2024) 

faced years of delays due to challenges in acquiring land from local farmers (AAI, 2023). 

Political Instability: Government changes or unrest. Example: Construction of Turkey's Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant 

(2010-ongoing) slowed during the 2016 coup attempt (Rosatom, 2021). 
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(v) Social Risks- As projects grow in scale, their social impact and the resulting risks also magnify. 

Community Opposition: Local resistance to projects. Example: The Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion in Canada 

(2013-ongoing) has faced strong opposition from Indigenous communities, leading to court challenges and delays 

(TMEP, 2023). 

Cultural Heritage: Threats to historical sites. Example: Construction of Istanbul's Marmaray rail tunnel (2004-2013) 

was delayed by four years after uncovering Byzantine-era artifacts (Sözen & Ünsal, 2019). 

Labor Issues: Strikes, shortages, or unsafe conditions. Example: Qatar's 2022 FIFA World Cup infrastructure projects 

faced international scrutiny over migrant worker safety (Amnesty International, 2023). 

(vi) Operational Risks- These risks relate to the day-to-day execution of the project. 

Supply Chain Disruptions: Issues in material or equipment delivery. Example: The U.S.-Mexico border wall project 

(2017-2021) faced delays when steel suppliers struggled to meet demand (GAO, 2021). 

Contractor Default: A key contractor fails to perform. Example: The bankruptcy of Carillion in 2018 disrupted 

numerous UK projects, including the HS2 high-speed rail line (NAO, 2019). 

Quality Control: Workmanship issues. Example: Hong Kong's Shatin-Central Rail Link (2012-2021) faced a scandal in 

2018 when substandard work was discovered in its tunnels (MTR, 2023). 

 
Figure 1- Interconnectedness of Risks in Large-Scale Construction Projects 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Large-scale construction projects are more than just physical endeavors; they are complex socio technical systems that 

shape our world's infrastructure. As these projects grow in scale and complexity, so do their inherent risks. From the 

geotechnical challenges beneath our feet to the geopolitical tensions that can halt progress; these risks are as diverse as 

they are daunting. This study sets out to navigate this complex risk landscape. By examining risk management 

strategies across a global tapestry of projects, it seeks to uncover what works, what doesn't, and why. The research 

acknowledges that risk is not merely a technical problem but a human one, deeply influenced by cultural, regional, and 

organizational factors. The stakes are high. As our analysis of economic impacts shows, the success or failure of these 

megaprojects can sway national budgets, affect millions of lives, and shape our planet's future. In an age of climate 

change, pandemics, and technological disruptions, robust risk management isn't just beneficial, it's existential. This 

study aims to contribute both theoretical insights and practical wisdom. By testing hypotheses that span from cultural 

influences to technological adoption, it seeks to enrich our understanding of risk in complex projects. More importantly, 
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by comparing strategies across diverse contexts, it strives to offer a nuanced, evidence-based guide for practitioners. 

The goal is not to find a universal solution the complexity of these projects defies such simplicity but to equip project 

leaders with the knowledge to craft risk strategies that are as multifaceted and adaptive as the challenges they face. In 

essence, this research is about resilience. In our rapidly changing world, the infrastructure we build today must 

withstand the uncertainties of tomorrow. Effective risk management in large-scale construction projects is thus more 

than an academic exercise; it is a critical step in building a more resilient, sustainable future. 
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